
START EARNING 
Compensation Plan with Retail Rewards 

8 BONUSES 

Retail Sale Reward Bonus Fast Start Rewards 
$.50 to $5.00 (USD) And Up $.50 to $150 (USD) And Up 

*Customer reorders are always paid the retail reward. *Member orders placed within the first 30 days of enrollment are paid 

A commission and volume paid on your personal customers orders. the Fast Start Reward. Orders placed after the first 30 days of 

enrollment will have the larger BV added to your Dual Team Tree. 

Dual Team Commissions Dual Team Matching Bonus Uni-Level Retail Rewards 
Up to $100,000 (USD) Per Week Up to Seven Levels Up to Seven Levels 

Lifestyle Bonus Global Team Building Bonus The Vault 
$250 to $3,000 (USD) Monthly Qualified Members can Share in a Pool of 1% of the Up to Seven Levels 

Enrollment pool if they enroll 400BV in new orders from 

customers and new Members in one Calendar Month (No 

carry over). Members can earn as many shares as they 

want but can not carry over to next month. 

Club Membership 
Annual Access: $9.98 

Enrollment Purchase: $29.98 

Opens the door to your own personal website and 

earning potential. 

RETAIL 

PROFITS AND 
COMMISSIONS 
To earn retail commissions you must maintain a minimum of 20QV personal 

qualifying volume each month. 

*This excludes paid shipping and taxes. 

Monthly PV Production Requirements 

To earn Retail Rewards or Fast Start Rewards in the Collect Direct compensation 

plan, a Collect Direct Member is required to personally purchase a minimum 

amount of monthly qualifying volume (20 QV). 

RETAIL REWARD BONUS 
Paid Weekly 

$.50 to $5.00 (USD) And Up 

*Customer reorders are always paid the retail reward. 

A commission and volume paid on your personal customers orders. 

*This excludes paid shipping and taxes. 

Retail Reward Bonus 
Order Size Dual Team BV % of Volume *Qualifying Volume 

Paid on Volume 

$29.98 20 BV 100% $5.00 20 QV 

*This is the entire volume that accumulates on either your left team or your right team that commissions are not paid on, however does assist you to move up the ranks according to the 

QV requirements for each rank advanced. 

**Smaller orders priced below $29.98 will be paid out accordingly. 

Fast Start Rewards 
Paid Weekly 

*Member orders placed within the first 30 days of enrollment are paid the fast start reward. Orders placed after the first 

30 days of enrollment will have the larger BV added to your Dual Team Tree. 

*Individual items priced at $29.98 (USD) will ALWAYS award a $5.00 Fast Start Reward to the direct sponsor. 

Dual Team *Qualifying Volume 
Fast Start Rewards Dual Team BV *Qualifying Volume Order BV % of (QV) 
Paid on Order Volume (Subsequent Orders after 

Size (1st 30 Volume **Subsequent (QV) Within 1st 30 Days 30 days) 
days) orders 

$29.98 20 BV 100% $5 20 BV 20 QV 20 QV 

$ 99.98 100 BV 100% $10 100 BV 100 QV 100 QV 

$279.98 50 BV 100% $50 150 BV 200 QV 200 QV 

$479.98 75 BV 100% $150 200 BV 300 QV 300 QV 

*This is the entire volume that accumulates on either your left team or your right team that commissions are not paid on, however does assist you to move up the ranks according to the 

QV requirements for each rank advanced. 

DUAL TEAM CYCLE 
COMMISSIONS - $20.00 

(USD) Per Cycle / Paid Weekly 

When the Fast Start Reward Bonus is paid out on orders placed within the first 30 days of enrollment, the BV amount allocated is based on the BV first 30 days listed. 

The chart below shows the sample of product purchase amounts that is calculated in the Dual Team Commission Structure on Orders placed within the first 30 days and Additional 

orders. 

Dual Team BV Allocation Dual Team BV Allocation 
Order Size QV* QV* 

(First 30 days) (Additional/Loyalty Orders) 

$29.98 20 BV 20 20 BV 20 

$99.98 100 BV 100 100 BV 100 

$279.98 50 BV 200 150 BV 200 

$479.98 75 BV 300 200 BV 300 

Additional Products/orders purchased after the First 30 days are calculated in the Dual Team Commissions Structure using additional order BV allocation. 

* QV is Qualifying Rank advancement volume. This will accumulate at the bottom of your left and right dual team genealogy. You are not paid on this number; you rank advance with this 

number in a calendar month. Note: QV starts over each month at zero and is not carried over. 

Qualification Rank Cycle Caps 
To qualify for Dual Team Cycle Commissions requires 20QV (Personal) or greater and Each week you cycle, your lesser leg matches your strong leg (100 BV to 200 BV). All of the 

sponsor a minimum of two (2) active Members — one placed on the left team and one Volume for all of the cycles available on your account is deducted. If your account has the 

placed on the right team — who each purchase 20 QV or greater each month. Volume for more cycles than your rank's cycle cap, you will be paid on your rank's 

maximum number of cycles, but the Volume for all cycles will be deducted. Any remaining If you do not satisfy the Dual Team Commissions qualification by maintaining a minimum 
volume will carry over to the next pay period. Assuming you fulfill the monthly qualification of 20 QV as the minimum requirement, our system will NOT accumulate and store unpaid 
of personally producing 20 QV each month and personally sponsoring a Member on the sales volumes in your team(s) for future commissions calculations (upon qualification). 
left and right leg, both purchasing 20 QV each month. 

If you do satisfy the Dual Team Commissions qualification by maintaining a minimum of 

20QV as the minimum requirement, unpaid sales volumes will carry forward. 

Left Right 

200 BV 100 BV 
1 Cycle = $20.00 (USD) 

Cycle Up To $100,000 (USD) per week! 

2 Teams Built with Collectors that connect Website 
retailers around the World 
Open 24 hours 7 days a week 365 Days a year. 

You can have Unlimited Team Building Potential Website Retail Partners with No Risk or 

Overhead. 

*This illustration represents IRs beneath you that are building from our website and point, click, share philosophy. 

Retail Customers do not appear in the Dual Team commissions tree. Business Volume that is generated by 
Retail customers purchases of Collect Direct products will go to your smaller team leg. 

Customer volume automatically disperses to Your two team volume (left and right) pays you a 

either the left or the right team leg where it’s cycle based on 200 BV on one side and 100 BV 

needed, to maximize earnings for the Member. on the other. This BV comes from all members 

and customer acquisitions that come in on those 

teams below you (not just your personal). 

Dual Team Commissions, Maximum Cycle Earnings, & 
Maximum Matching Earnings 

Dual Team Maximum # of Dual Maximum Dual Team Cycle Maximum Dual Team Match Maximum Monthly 

Rank Income Cycle Team Cycles (per Commissions (per week / Bonus Commissions (per week Life- style Bonus 

Value (USD) week) USD) / USD) (USD) 

Starter $5 5 $25 $50 n/a 

Collector $10 10 $100 $100 n/a 

Influencer $10 20 $200 $250 n/a 

Home Run $20 20 $400 $500 n/a 

Collector 

Super Star $20 40 $800 $1,000 n/a 

Collector Pack 

Middle-Weight $20 70 $1,400 Unlimited $250 

Diamond $20 100 $2,000 Unlimited $400 

Double Diamond $20 200 $4,000 Unlimited $800 

Triple Diamond $20 400 $8,000 Unlimited $1,000 

Blue Diamond $20 800 $16,000 Unlimited $1,500 

Royal Diamond $20 1,600 $32,000 Unlimited $2,000 

Black Diamond $20 2,400 $48,000 Unlimited $2,000 

Crown Diamond $20 3,500 $70,000 Unlimited $3,000 

Crown $20 5,000 $100,000 Unlimited $3,000 

Ambassador 

Matching Cheque Earning Potential 
Earn up to 7 levels deep and up to 20% based off your rank. 

For Cheque Match your rank is determined by your previous months ending rank or your current months rank, whichever is highest. 

Black Crown 
Home Super Star Diamond 

Middle- Diamond Ambassador 
Level Starter Collector Influencer Run Collector (Double/ 

Weight (Royal/ (Crown 
Collector Pack Triple) 

Blue) Diamond) 

1 10% 15% 15% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 

2 10% 10% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 

3 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 

4 3% 3% 5% 5% 5% 

5 3% 3% 3% 

6 3% 3% 

7 2% 

As an Example of a Matching Cheque: 

You are a Super Star, which means you are entitled to 20% of your first personal enrolled members dual team earnings. Your first person 

brings on their first person, which is then on your second level, which means you would earn 15% of their dual team earnings, potentially. 

Your first person’s second person brings in their first person, they then would be on your third level, paying you 10% of their dual team 

earnings that week, potentially. 

Uni-Level Monthly Pay Out 

All Qualified Members Can Earn In The Uni- You Earn On Up To 7 Levels – ( You Can Go As 

Level Based On The Rank You’ve Achieved Wide As You Want On The 1st Level). Your 

Members And Customers Will Visually Be In Your 

Uni-Level Tree 

Commissions Generated In The Uni-Level Plan If Someone Does Not Order It Dynamically Rolls 

Are Paid Monthly Up The Next Level In Line 

Paid Monthly 
Build a Team as Wide as You Want 

With up to 7 levels of earning potential. 

Uni-level commission is calculated based upon the order amount and volume, minus tax and shipping. See the chart below for an example if the order was $29.98 

*Individual items priced at $29.98 will always be paid on ULBV1. 

Order % Of First 30 Day Order Subsequent Order (No Customer Orders + First 30 Member Subsequent 
Level 

Size ULBV ULBV 1 Volume Fast Start) ULBV2 Day Order Mermbers Order No Fast Start 

1 $29.98 5% 9 18 $0.45 $0.90 

2 $29.98 4% 9 18 $0.365 $0.72 

3 $29.98 3% 9 18 $0.27 $0.54 

4 $29.98 3% 9 18 $0.27 $0.54 

5 $29.98 3% 9 18 $0.27 $0.54 

6 $29.98 2% 9 18 $0.18 $0.36 

7 $29.98 1% 9 18 $0.09 $0.18 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 

5% 4% 3% 3% 3% 2% 1% 

Open up additional levels of uni-level pay by achieving higher rank. 

see the chart Below 

Black Crown 
Home Super Star Diamond 

Middle- Diamond Ambassador 
Level Starter Collector Influencer Run Collector (Double/ 

Weight (Royal/ (Crown 
Collector Pack Triple) 

Blue) Diamond) 

1 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

2 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 

3 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 

4 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 

5 3% 3% 3% 3% 

6 2% 2% 

7 1% 

The Lifestyle Bonus is Earned 
Beginning at the rank of Middle-Weight, and continues for ranks above, and is paid to the qualified Member beginning after two consecutive months of maintaining this 

status. 

For example, if you become a fully qualified Middle-Weight in the month of April, and maintain the qualified rank of Middle-Weight for the month of May, you will receive 

your first Lifestyle Bonus in the month of June. 

If you fail to maintain Middle-Weight status, you will not be paid the Lifestyle Bonus again until you reach Middle-Weight status or higher again. 

Rank Maximum Monthly Life- style Bonus (USD) 

Influencer $0 

Home Run Collector $0 

Super Star Collector Pack $0 

Middle Weight $250 

Diamond $400 

Double Diamond $800 

Triple Diamond $1,000 

Blue Diamond $1,500 

Royal Diamond $2,000 

Black Diamond $2,000 

Crown Diamond $3,000 

Crown Ambassador $3,000 

GLOBAL SHARE 
Qualified Members can Share in a Pool of 1% of the Enrollment pool if they enroll 400BV in new 

orders from customers and new members in one Calendar Month (No carry over). Members can 

earn as many shares as they want but can not carry over to next month. 

Bonus Maintaining Rank 
Schedule Volume Advancement 
Weekly bonuses are paid every Thursday, based If you do not personally purchase a monthly Any rank you achieve in a given week will be 

on the sales of the previous week. Monthly order equal to or greater than 20QV, activated and paid according to that rank the 

bonuses are paid on the 15th or earlier of the accumulated points are subject to flush. At this following week. Any unqualified rank, beginning 

following month, based on the sales of the time, points will not flush. from the rank of Diamond Member or above, 

previous month. Each week you cycle, your lesser leg matches who may have lost their active weekly or 

your strong leg (100 to 200). All of the Volume monthly Diamond Member or above 

for all of the cycles available on your account is qualification, will be granted a grace period of 

deducted. If your account has the Volume for 30 days in order to re-qualify and retain their 

more cycles than your rank’s cycle cap, you will Diamond Member or above rank benefits. Rank 

be paid on your rank’s maximum number of title will remain the same. (Once a Diamond, 

cycles, but the Volume for all cycles will be always a Diamond). 

deducted. Any remaining volume will carry over 

to the next pay period. 

Rank Achievement Requirements 

Monthly QV Minimum QV Lesser Dual Team Minimum EQV in each Dual Minimum Personally Sponsored 
Leadership Rank 

requirement Leg/Month Team Leg Ranks 

Starter 20 QV 20 QV 20 0 

Collector 20 QV 80 QV 20 0 

Influencer 20 QV 160 QV 30 0 

Home Run 20 QV 200 QV 50 0 

Collector 

Super Star 20 QV 400 QV 100 0 

Collector 

Middle Weight 20 QV 7,500 QV 750 2 Super Star Collectors 

Diamond 20 QV 15,000 QV 1,500 3 Super Star Collector’s 

Double Diamond 20 QV 30,000 QV 3,000 1 Personally Enrolled Diamond 

Triple Diamond 20 QV 100,000 QV 10,000 2 Personally Enrolled Diamonds 

Blue Diamond 20 QV 250,000 QV 25,000 3 Personally Enrolled Diamonds 

Royal Diamond 20 QV 500,000 QV 50,000 3 Personally Enrolled Diamonds 

Black Diamond 20 QV 750,000 QV 75,000 3 Personally Enrolled Diamonds 

Crown Diamond 20 QV 1,000,000 QV 100,000 4 Personally Enrolled Diamonds 

Crown 20 QV 1,500,000 QV 150,000 4 Personally Enrolled Diamonds 

Ambassador 

As an Example: 

Diamond qualification = 20 QV, with your two personal members one on each leg qualifying each month with a $29.98 or 20 QV order, 15,000+ QV in both legs of which 10% of the QV in 

each leg needs to be connected Enrollment Tree Business Volume. 

Monthly QV Production Requirements 

To earn certain bonuses in the Collect Direct compensation plan, a Collect Direct Member is required to personally produce a minimum amount of monthly qualifying volume (20 QV). 

For Diamond, as your personal members advance they can fulfill your rank advancement requirements. For example you need three members that have advanced to Super-Star which 

means three of them had to have generated 400 QV group business volume in both of their left and right legs. Your three personally enrolled Super-Stars can be placed on either leg. 

This is a one time qualification so if they don’t stay qualified it does not affect you. You will be grandfathered as fulfilling this qualification regardless of if they continue or not. You 

however will need to maintain the GQV needed in your two legs accordingly. 

For Double Diamond and above the same members that advanced to Home-Run Collector then to Super-Star collector could them advance to Diamond and count as your diamond 

needed . 

To maintain that double diamond and above rank for pay outs that diamond would need to stay qualified . 

THE VAULT 
Mystery Box NOT Included 

To qualify for The Vault payout you need 20 QV (Personal) or greater. 

You do not need two (2) active Members — one on the left team (leg), and one on the right team (leg). 

All QV earned will be placed on the weaker team (leg). 

Ranks Item(s) Amount Percentage 

Silver $30.00 - $100.00 15% 

Gold $100.01 - $10,000 10% 

Platinum $10,000.01 and up 5% 

Unilevel Payout -- Paid Monthly 

Level Silver Gold Platinum 

Member (Seller) 7% 3% 3% 

Enroller 3% 2% 1% 

Level 1 1% 1% 0.20% 

Level 2 1% 1% 0.20% 

Level 3 1% 1% 0.20% 

Level 4 1% 1% 0.20% 

Level 5 1% 1% 0.20% 

All Silver purchases receive 20% GQV (of the sale price) that will be placed on the weaker leg of the Seller and the Enroller of that Seller. 

Example: Someone makes a purchase in The Vault of $75. 15GQV (20% of $75) is placed in the weaker leg of both the Seller of that product and the Enroller of that Seller. 

Definitions 
—Qualifying Volume (QV) 

To qualify for specific commissions and advance in ranks, Members must purchase a minimum amount of QV each month (20QV). 

•QV is generated from your personal orders. 

—Business Volume (BV) 

This volume is generated from purchases made by both Customers and Members. It contributes to Dual Team commissions and the Global Team Building Bonus. BV from customer 

orders is always allocated to your weaker Dual Team leg. 

—Carryover Volume (BV) 

This volume refers to the BV that remains after your Dual Team cycles are paid out each week. 

•Please note that Carryover BV is calculated and published every Saturday after the Dual Team cycles are paid out to the member. 

—Group Business Volume (GBV) 

This encompasses all BV generated from Customer and Member purchases on each of your legs, regardless of who enrolled or sold them from the website. 

•All BV from Customer purchases that you personally make is allocated to your weaker BV leg. 

—Group Qualifying Volume (GQV) 

Comprises all QV from Customer and Member purchases on each of your legs, irrespective of who enrolled or sold them through the website. Additionally, all Customer QV personally 

sold by you is allocated to your weaker QV leg. 

—Enrollment Tree Qualifying Volume (EQV) 

This is the volume generated from the Members you personally enroll and their enrollments, all of which contribute to your "Team" leg. For instance, if you're enrolled on your sponsor's 

right leg, it's crucial to actively enroll and maintain active Members on your right leg to boost your EQV. Each purchase made by these Members adds to your EQV. It's important to pay 

attention to who you place on your "Team" leg and encourage them to make qualifying orders to build a duplicating team. As your rank advances, the EQV requirements may change, so 

ensure you and your team members understand the necessary EQV to maintain each month. 

—Uni-Level Volume (ULBV1 & ULBV2) 

Uni-Level Volume refers to the volume used to calculate and pay out percentages. The application of this volume depends on whether a fast start was paid or not. If a fast start is paid, 

we use ULBV1, which is 9 out of 29.98 times the level percentage earned. Conversely, if no fast start is paid, we use ULBV2, which is 18 out of 29.98 times the level and percentage you 

qualify for. 

—Enrollment Order 

Initial order placed during the paid Member enrollment process. The enrollment order will always include the $9.98 Annual Membership fee as well as one item priced at $29.98 plus tax 

and shipping costs. Enrollment orders will always pay out a $5.00 Fast Start Reward to the direct sponsor. 

—Subsequent Order 

Orders placed after the first 30 days of enrollment. Subsequent orders will no longer pay out a Fast Start Reward but will award the higher Dual Team BV. 

*Items priced AT $29.98 will always pay out the residual $5.00 Fast Start Reward regardless of when they are placed. 

—Backup Order 

System generated order that can be activated via your Collect Direct back office. 

This option allows you to activate a Back-Up order on your account in the event that you do not personally purchase a qualifying order equal to or greater than 20QV. Just select a 

category and we will hand select an item equal to 20QV for you. If you personally purchase an order equal to or greater than 20QV six days prior to the last day of the month, the 

system will not process the order. 

All Prices listed in the Compensation Plan are denominated in USD. Commissions earned are paid in USD. 

Disclaimer: 

Earning levels, ranks advancement or income may vary and are not typical. CollectDirect cannot guarantee any particular level or earning. We do not make guarantees about your 

ability to get results or earn any money with our ideas, information, tools, compensation systems or strategies. Your results are solely determined by your efforts, resources, connections, 

dedication and application. We do not guarantee results or future earnings, and we do not offer any legal, medical, tax or other professional advice. Any financial numbers referenced 

here, or on any of our websites, are educational and intended to describe how our programs work and should not be considered exact, actual or as a promise of potential earnings. All 

numbers are illustrative only. 


